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eAppendix 1.  

Emotional Regulation Task Data Acquisition. Whole-brain fMRI data were acquired on a 

Siemens 3T Prisma fit scanner system with a 64-channel head coil (Siemens Healthcare). 

Anatomic images were acquired with a T1 mprage sequence with a TR of 2300ms, TE of 2.9ms, 

flip angle of 9, FOV of 256mm, 160 slices and 1.0x1.0x1.0mm voxel size. Images for both 

resting state (8:05min) and the emotion-regulation/reappraisal task (5:14min for each of three 

runs), were acquired with an EPI sequence with a TR of 850ms, TE of 32.8ms, flip angle of 45, 

FOV of 211mm, 66 slices and 2.2x2.2x2.2mm voxel size. The task and associated stimulus 

images were presented using E-Prime software (PST Inc.). Images were displayed on a monitor 

in the scanner suite and were viewable through a system of back-projecting mirrors mounted to 

the head coil unit. For each image trial, participants viewed a fixation cross (jittered 3-5 

seconds), the instruction ‘LOOK’ or ‘DECREASE’ (1.5 seconds), the negative or neutral image 

(8 seconds), and instructions to ‘now rate the intensity of your emotional experience’ in regard to 

the image (1.5 seconds), a button box was used to respond.  
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eAppendix 2 

fMRI Data pre-processing. Analysis methods were performed using FSL 5.0 (FMRIB Software 

Library, Oxford University)1 and Freesurfer 6.0 (Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical 

Imaging, Harvard-MIT, Boston).2 First, the data was skull-stripped by removing signal from 

non-brain tissues using mri_convert utility for the 3D T1-weighted images, and BET (Brain 

Extraction Tool)3 for the T2* sensitive images. Each individual echo planar imaging (EPI) time-

series was motion corrected to the middle time point using a 6 parameter, rigid-body method 

(implemented in MCFLIRT).4 The data then underwent highpass temporal filtering (100s cutoff) 

and were smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of 5mm FWHM (full width half maximum). 

Autocorrelation was corrected with a pre-whitening technique, and standard motion parameters 

were included as nuisance regressors (within Feat; fMRI Expert Analysis Tool).5 Each trial type 

was then modeled as a separate condition using a double-gamma hemodynamic response 

convolution function with a temporal derivative. 
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